
St. Gallen Model for Destination Management

The Need for Sustainability

The Impetous for the St. Gallen Model

Dr. Pietro Beritelli has helped construct, develop and implement the

St. Gallen Model for Destination Management.

Beritelli, also, assisted in the executing of the model at both the

Italian destinations of Dolomiti Paganella and Val Di Sole. Both

destinations worked together to achieve this transformation.

Beritelli ascertains that the visitor journey begins before the

destination and these are crucial stages that a DMO must consider.

For instance, DMOs must assess collaboration amongst partners

and enterprises, gauge public space, the environment and culture.

Thus, ensuring the whole experience is relevant for the consumer,

as well as, being desirable and meeting expectations.

Beritelli maintains, when travel grew exponentially in the 1980s and

'90s, DMOs needed to remain agile and relevant in the fast-moving

market.

Therefore, DMOs primarily considered advertisement and how to

attract consumers to their destination.

But the focus on sales and distribution was not enough to remain

relevant and prosperous in a saturated market.

Hence, DMOs adopted new approaches – to perceive the

destinations from the demand side, rather than from the supply.

In today’s climate, the focus on demand is highly important because

visitors continue to search for innovation and stories.

The St Gallen Model for Destination Management

Travel is an intergrated part of society. However, as a result of this

change, DMOs must be more aware of travel and its impacts. DMOs

need to investigate the environmental implications of their

strategies, rather than just the economic and social effects.

It is crucial that the travel industry provides services for long term

development at each destination to ensure sustainability targets are

met and to also encourage customer loyalty. 

The St. Gallen Model for Destination Management (SGDM) provides solutions

to the complexities in managing, tracking and predicting tourist behaviour

amongst evolving systems in the travel and tourism industry.

Initially, it observes how a variety of tourists move as visitor flows. Strategic

visitor flows (SVFs) are used as the foundation of analysis and in planning a

new model, connecting flows to supply and demand networks, in

conjunction with social forces.

The SGDM liberates DMOs to become more efficient and effective in their

efforts through their resources – subsequently benefitting both destination

players and visitors alike.

The SGDM uses a combination of theory and practical tools in tourism

management to aid DMOs in developing their destinations, and offers a

realistic, market-driven and forward-thinking perspective for DMOs, while

enabling them to interpret their own visitor flows.

It allows for a thorough understanding of the visitor journey and assists

DMOs in making valuable decisions based on accurate and reliable data,

while helping them understand their key problems, and selects those to

prioritise first.

The model uses travel as an example of integrated experience in society, and

portrays the need to understand the industry’s origins and growth, in order to

understand and transform it.

The Approach 

The approach follows the following 6 steps:

The approach of the SGDM addresses businesses within hospitality and

tourism, such as hotels, tourist attractions and restaurants, but also

addresses destination marketing organisations.  

Putting the Model in Practice

The SGDM was utlised by Dolomiti Paganella and Val Di Sole. Thus, enabling both DMOs to

analyse the tourism flows within their areas.

Takeaways

Every DMO needs to understand the importance of hospitality, transportation,

travel and the decision-making process for consumers at a destination.

1

There is a need to predict tourist behaviour. SVFs are used to analyse and plan

new models, with the SGDM connecting these flows between supply and

demand networks.

2

SGDM enables stakeholders and marketers to rethink tasks, campaigns and

strategies, allowing them to become more efficient and effective in their marketing

efforts.

3

DMOs must consider the long term. DMOs should actively react to the changing

dynamics of travel, and incorporate sustainability into their strategies.

4 SGDM assists DMOs in decision-making using accurate and reliable data,

illuminating their key problems. 

5

1 Identification of the visitor flows and definition, creation and

outlining of strategic visitor flows (SVF).

2 Discussion on the variable geometry by overlapping these SVFs and

assessing their portfolios.

3 Analysis of the supply and demand networks and reconstruction of

these networks’ main drivers.

Description of the management and marketing processes for each

SVF and delegation of tasks to assist these.
4

5 Arrangement of strategies and actions with organisations and

delegation of resources with those most suited.

6 Update SVFs, alongside the marketing and management processes

and resources, and finalise destination learning and decision-making

processes.
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The SGDM uses technology such as GPS tracking. Here, the SGDM

aides the DMO in understanding where the key problems are

located, and how to respond to this data.

From this data, DMOs can re-evaluate their flow of visitors,

supplying information, placing the user front and centre.

The data enables DMOs to see when and where the customer is

coming and going. From this information, DMOs can see what is

working effectively and what is not, clarifying the visitor journey.

After plotting the movements on maps, it becomes apparent that

activities and routes change on a daily basis. These changes are

dependent on a number of forces, such as the weather, their

energy levels, and different availability of offers.

The reconstruction of the visitor flows allows DMOs to see an

alternative perspective not only on who the visitors are, but also on

what they do and how they spend their time at the destination.

The responsible DMO can take the lead in the process and can

communicate effectively with different partners to gain further

perspective. 

Firstly

The DMOs helped the industry stakeholders with the coordination of projects to improve

tourism mobility. Here, the DMOs acted as project managers, ensuring stakeholders

implemented strategies effectively. 

The DMOs identified three key strategic points for the future to characterise the destination.

Once identified, they focused on developmental and promotional efforts to represent the

region.

Lastly 

The DMOs ensured good promotion of the destination, including communication, content

creation and sales support. Here, the DMO coordinated all marketing activities. 

Their Resoultion

The DMOs came to the realisation that the destination had to focus on specific product areas,

which included biking, hiking, climbing and family travel. These product areas also highlighted

points where there could be more collaboration with stakeholders.

They also reached the conclusion that the DMOs must not only promote the destination but

take a major role in storytelling, shaping the destination's image. So, the DMO must take a

facilitatory role when it comes to the creation of products and experiences with stakeholders.

Secondly 

6 DMOs must monitor and understand the changing dynamics of their consumers’

behaviours and trends.

What Does the Approach Demystify?


